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to become "Spanners"). After the beautiful Journey together on Sunday, we had an
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Arc-7 -Spanner-7 -Adashi-7 Complex! The finale to this amazing
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to be full Spanners, which means they will be able to walk through. That
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make it as Spanners, who can actually walk through these zones, and turn up
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able to be Spanners, who can walk through the gates, and walk through the
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we talk about Spanner gates, we"re talking about activating these portions of the body
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Arc 7 and Spanner 7 that connects to Adashi 7 fully opened, we will

Arc 7 and Spanner 7. (Applause) So, even though their Spanners can"t open,

even though their Spanners can"t open, they can all be directed in to Spanner

directed in to Spanner 7, so there is an out wherever people are on

you directly through Spanner 7 up to Adashi 7. It"s kind of like having
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there and the Spanner gate capacity weren"t there, it would mean the gates wouldn"t

kind of thing. Spanner gates are interesting because what you find is - I

would be 12 Spanner gates connecting to the 12 Arc gates on Earth, and

would be 12 Spanner gates connecting into the main gate sets of Urtha, through
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Spanner gates through the Aurora field would look like a flower
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were connected to Spanner 7 and Arc 7 and that connects to the Adashi
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21/22: Aurora Spanners Program Orientation: The Aqualene Transmission Memory Krystals of
Caral All
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to initiate the Spanner Ring Loop between Macchu Picchu and the Aurora-2 Cloud
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Spanners Conference Program Supplement All material in rough form, subject to
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Host Shield. 4. Spanner Gate-7 "Astura Loop" between Machu Picchu (Aurora-
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within, to the Spanners of Urtha to Earth. In Mondays Journey we also made
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there to the Spanner Sets of Sirius B, and to the Core of Sala
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layer. 8. What Spanner Gate will be used for the Adashi Access Key Journey?

Key Journey? • Spanner-7, which is the one running over the 7/lline.
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open. Vocabulary 1. Spanner Gate: The figure-8 shape that is the Core Flow
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Chambers (d) Spanner Gates Multiple Choice Answers: l.B, 2.B, 3.C,
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created. The 12 Spanner Gates on the planet open these Core Flows. 7. HaRA
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AquA"elle." Just like Spanner-7 Gate in Phoenix, these "Crystal Core Grids" link
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is called a Spanner Gate. So, when we talk about Spanner Gates, there are

we talk about Spanner Gates, there are twelve Spanner Gates on Earth. And, they

there are twelve Spanner Gates on Earth. And, they open these Core Flows. When

you see the Spanner Gates, when we get into, probably ... I think tomorrow

see where the Spanner Gates are. You"ll see that all these structures that you"ve
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is called a Spanner Gate. Do we have the shape of 1 of those

while back. A Spanner Gate anyway is that figure-8 shape that is the

shape of a Spanner Gate. We will see more ofthose when we go into

be using the Spanner, what is called Spanner-7, which is the one that

what is called Spanner-7, which is the one that runs on the 7/
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moved through a Spanner Gate-we"d go into what"s called a Krystar state, in
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know that our Spanner-? Gate; that is the one that"s allowing all of the
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why they activated Spanner 7 first. Then, there"s no interfaces directly with these guys.
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they are called Spanner Gates, because they span between our system over into the

referred to as Spanners. Because these are the natural pathway links that occur in
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like a regular Spanner Gate which is the NaVA-Ho Structure? Or is it
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Grid mechanics called" Spanner Gate and Elemental Command Training.") The Krystics"
invitation for 12
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the Ascension "Spanner Gates" and the "Spherical Maps" that depict the interface

also includes "Spanner Training," the advanced Core Star-Gate ("Spanner Gate") and

Star-Gate ("Spanner Gate") and Ascension Grid mechanics employed by the Adashi Krystar
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to as "Spanner Core Flow Gates," which span the Cosmos and eternally link

referred to as" SPANNERS," as they use the Rasha Body process of "Spanning"

through the Cosmic Spanner Gates. The fully Transfigured Mashayanic Body, composed of the
Pa

the Mashayah "Spanner" identity, in its manifest biological freedom, has the eternal ability
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the "local" Spanner Core Flow Gates and into the Reishaic Record of the

and the Mashayah Spanner Within the Reishaic Record, the Zhyrah undergoes its final stage

life Mashayah "Spanner Body." The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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to become a Spanner. (Note for the Human, Indigo, and Aquari races, this

the Ascended Mashayah Spanner identity resides in a "Krysted" state of consciousness, a
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fully integrated Mashayah Spanner identity-AS a living, conscious "light-sound pattern" (



Passage, through the Spanner Core Flow Gates (Eternal NaVA-Ho Core Flow Gates)
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Spanner Core Ascension Gates can remain open, before they permanently close
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time" via the Spanner Na-VA-Ho Core Gates, until it locates its ORIGINAL
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through the Cosmic Spanner Na-VA-Ho Core Gates, individuating into Eckashi Spark Clusters
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the local Solar Spanner Na-VA-Ho Core Gates, individuating into smaller Planetary Eckashi
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of 12 Planetary Spanner Core Ascension Gates to open between 2012 and 2017, at

Ascension Gates, the Spanner Gates (held open through the Aquafereion Host Shield and
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the 12 Planetary Spanner Core Ascension Gates through which the potential of Ascension
remained

Passages through the Spanner Core Gate Network. The amount of intensive new information
and
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Spanner Core Gate-"Aurora Star-Gate" Systems to open for a

Gliders, Sliders, and Spanners Keeping the possibility and potential of Genuine Eternal Life
Ascension

keeping Earth"s Aurora Spanner Core Gates open and retaining the personal genetic
potentials for

classes called the Spanners Series Workshops, which will provide in-depth teachings,
activations, and
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level" Sliders and Spanners teachings are built The MCEO Speakers were guided to publish
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to Urtha, the Spanner-? gate, which is the one remaining gate link into Urtha,

to go through Spanner-? to get to Urtha. We have quite a while to
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about the 12 Spanner Gates that run between Earth and Urtha. Let"s say there



are not exactly Spanners, but they would correspond with D-13, D-14 and

just call it Spanner -15 for now. We will call it a Spanner

call it a Spanner Gate for now but it is actually different It is

that connection to Spanner-15. Urta, which was in the South Atlantic, which is

was connected to Spanner -14. And there is a place called Shala, not

is connected to Spanner-13. We are sitting on it This has to do
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the 3 primary Spanner Gates-the 13, 14, and 15. They did not make
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went with the Spanner Gates so they had in their DNA templates the Spanner

DNA templates the Spanner Gate codes. This is why we can open Spanner Gates

we can open Spanner Gates from this side because we still carry in our

here going after Spanners-13, 14, and 15. They got control of the Core

Page:  49

that was the Spanner-15 shield. Only the Earth end of it, but what

to close the Spanner link. The Earth side of the 15 gate had to

Earth to Urtha Spanner Gates to open whether or not we were being attacked

sitting in the Spanner-? zone, we are also in the Shala-13 zone. The
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to take the Spanner-? Threshold Cluster in this area, but because of the amplification.

rapidly activated, the Spanner-11 set in Ireland and they took control of Spanner

took control of Spanner 11 that got its Threshold running at full throttle and

11 connection that Spanner-11 set The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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won"t ever get Spanner -11 open but we"ve got 2/3rd control of

to open into Spanner-?. So the big one to protect and hold is Spanner-?

and hold is Spanner-? with its connection to Shala-13, which is that 3rd

3rd core gate, Spanner+ gate, that goes directly into Urtha and that is why
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can become a Spanner, whether some day whenever their natural time is they will

Page:  66



is where the Spanner -13, 14 and 15 gates plug into. This is
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instead of a Spanner path out So this is real serious stuff, and what

Page:  78

to have the Spanner Gates between Earth and Urtha open. It"s been a long

Page:  79

we get the Spanner networks at least partially open ... well, Spanner-?. Now ...

open ... well, Spanner-?. Now ... we got D-2 elemental and D-3
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to be a Spanner, which is someone that can take the physical body through,
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Arc- 7 and Spanner-? potential, which means they would have been able to use

having to activate Spanners and everything. They are going to tell us more about

not only the Spanner-71ink, but it is the Spanner-131ink. So, that is

it is the Spanner-131ink. So, that is why there has been this like
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basically how a Spanner Gate works in the sense of there are upper chambers

Shala-13 and Spanner-? was opened during FOL, the lower chamber began its opening
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gate is where Spanner-? plugs in over here. Notice this one again. It shows

here you have Spanner -7 set, it connects where you have the tilt

would allow the Spanner-? set to come up, and interface with the natural SG-
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doing this on Spanner-7. Now, if we think of the Spanners ... if

think of the Spanners ... if you see this little trail of seals and
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they are like Spanner Gates. Now a Spanner Gate would span. We haven"t gotten

Gates. Now a Spanner Gate would span. We haven"t gotten into the diagrams that

chambers of the Spanner Gate- but basically a Spanner Gate would run with the

but basically a Spanner Gate would run with the frequency of the particular fire



was connected to Spanner-? is connected to fire line-7, which is the only

that is the Spanner-? gate that we are looking at, which would be where
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on line-7, Spanner-? if we invite them in, they will come in whatever
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to train a Spannerteam that will be able to make the physical journey because
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are only opening Spanner-7. So, there"s probably all sorts of terrain in all
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Adashi Chamber of Spanner-? has been opened and made passable. You and the Tribe
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2 Alon-7/Spanner-71ink that is in Northwestern Colorado Rocky Mountains. And this

us in our spanner training So now that we have come up to and
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Urtha Bhendi-Aquion Spanner-Gate Trainer. Because it"s the Bhendi races of Urtha that

us in our spanner gate training. And there are many of us who know
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that runs through Spanner-? and we"ve opened the Ring-1 level of this So

do with the spanner training directly. Any of these teacher groups-just so you
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to meet your spanner, personal spanner trainer. And that trainer will know you and

your spanner, personal spanner trainer. And that trainer will know you and have worked
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work with the Spanner Gates and begin the process of your personal, direct, one

Chamber through the Spanner-? set through the Adashi-7 Temple. So simply, we are
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1 of the Spanner-? Shala-13 Adashi Chamber Accelerator Seat and Earth to Urtha
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of the 864 Spanner representatives, with their counterparts-the Aquari counterparts, out of
that,



Page:  140

Guardians of the Spanner Gates) Bhendi-Dur"O -ah-MA"-Jha Ute-AurorA Aqueion
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to directly become Spanners-a Spanner"s path is a path where you will be

become Spanners-a Spanner"s path is a path where you will be ... you

like to undergo spanner training with you, with the ones who have contacted you,
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gonna open the Spanner-? Gate and if we don"t open Spanner-7, none of

we don"t open Spanner-7, none of the others are gonna open and nobody

half of the Spanner-? tunnel and without the other half you can"t connect them

and make a Spanner Gate, right? So, it"s like well great We have no
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that means that Spanner -7 will be able to open. And if Spanner-?

open. And if Spanner-? opens, that means there will still be the potentiality of

for Starfire If Spanner-? is not able to stay open-we"ve got it open-

physically to become Spanners where they can span the distance between Earth and Urtha

the potential of Spanner -7 working so we can keep the ascension potential,
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managed to get Spanner-? open. We are now opening the rings of the seals

Page:  165

one of the Spanner Gates fast, but if Lone Star Fall didn"t happen for
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core of the spanner systems So they"re not exactly spanner gates, they work a

they"re not exactly spanner gates, they work a little different But the Spanners actually

different But the Spanners actually run off those three gate connections because they run

Page:  181

the only viable Spanner Gate potential at this point. And again the Spanner Gates

And again the Spanner Gates ... there are 12 of them that would normally

one left is Spanner-?. We"ll see a little bit more when we come back

specific link that Spanner-? connects into Urtha"s natural Planetary Star Gate 7, which is

that site and Spanner-? can open and link, it will keep the passages open



Alon-7, the Spanner-? Gate. All right, so we will still have all those

Page:  197

we can get Spanner-? open, hold it open and progressively release the Aquareion seals

Page:  204

this is what Spanner-? connects into through 13 which would be at the core.
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a loop, a Spanner-gate loop through that And it is only the 7

who can hold Spanner activations in their DNA. For people who can"t and will
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Guardians of the Spanner Gates) Bhendi-Dur"O -ah-MA"-Jha Ute-AurorA Aqueion

Page:  222

Adashi Chamber of Spanner-? has been opened and made passable. You and the Tribe

Page:  228

2 Alon-7/Spanner-7 link that is in Northwestern Colorado Rocky Mountains. And

us in our spanner training So now that we have come up to and

Page:  229

Urtha Bhendi-Aquion Spanner-Gate Trainer. Because it"s the Bhendi races of Urtha that

us in our Spanner Gate training. And there are many of us who know

Page:  230

that runs through Spanner-? and we"ve opened the Ring-1 level of this So

Page:  231

do with the spanner training directly. Any of these teacher groups-just so you

to meet your spanner, Personal Spanner Trainer. And that trainer will know you and

your spanner, Personal Spanner Trainer. And that trainer will know you and have worked

Page:  232

work with the Spanner Gates and begin the process of your personal, direct, one

Chamber through the Spanner-? Set through the Adashi-7 Temple. So simply, we are

Page:  233

1 of the Spanner-? Shala-13 Adashi Chamber Accelerator Seat and Earth to Urtha



to do with Spanner-? and preparing us, on this planet, for Starfire The MCEO

Page:  240

13 using the Spanner-? Adashi-7 Chamber all the way up through into Urtha.
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can be a Spanner and you are capable of bringing your body, it"s better

Page:  259

hours is the Spanner Briefing, ok? The prep-training- the prep- the description of

Page:  261

good to go. Spanner Briefing- A"sha [CD1, Track 3] Hello everybody. [asides

Page:  268

tonight, yes, in Spanner Briefing #2, the Par-TE"KEi Template, the Rings

Page:  289

the Rings to Spanner Gate 7. There"s only one Spanner Gate that can be

There"s only one Spanner Gate that can be opened at this point because of

will link into Spanner 7. This has to do with a bunch of other

Level, but, once Spanner 7 and the Arc 7 sets and the Hub 7

the Arc/Hub/Spanner 7 Set. So even though they can"t go directly into
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good job guys. Spanner Briefing - A"sha [CD 5, Track 1] The MCEO

Page:  294

was introduction to Spanners and basically the 12 Tribes of Aquafereion and the RaShaLAe

it was. The Spanner briefing #1 has to do with the Krystal River

5 which is Spanner briefing #2. This is the more intense technical bit

We will do Spanner briefing #3 which takes from where we were tonight

Page:  297

here and why spanner-? works through here is its because it is connected to
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connected into the Spanner-? set, the Arc-7 set and the HUB-7 set

will allow the Spanner-? set of gates and allow an access through from Earth

Urtha via the Spanner? set And that Spanner-? connects in and is able to



set And that Spanner-? connects in and is able to work because of the

Page:  323

Elemental Command Tones Spanner Briefing - A"sha [CD 8, Track 1] I was
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it to open Spanner-7. Okay. And then of course there is KAion, which
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power position. The Spanner-? connected directly from Earth into the planetary Star Gate 7

Page:  333

to meet your Spanner trainer. The Spanner trainers are not of the Aquafereion genetic

Spanner trainer. The Spanner trainers are not of the Aquafereion genetic line. They are

They are the Spanner trainers. They are the ones that will teach you about

Page:  334

happens to be Spanner-?. The Spanners refer to the-it"s another word for orbs.

be Spanner-?. The Spanners refer to the-it"s another word for orbs. Orbs have
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... now the Spanner Gates are the ones that are connected to the Aurora

body directly. The Spanner Gates ... right now the only one that can be

right now, is Spanner-?. Spanner-? on Earth will connect into what would be- if

running the Rod. Spanner-? will link from where we are in the Phoenix area,

referred to as Spanner Gates, and they have to do with the orbs which

Page:  342

gates They were Spanner Gates, because they were ... you would need to fully

they can run Spanner-? through. So, Arc-7 can connect into HUB-7 on

we"re doing a Spanner Gate connection. The Spanner Gate connection is one that requires

Gate connection. The Spanner Gate connection is one that requires activation of the RaSh
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get through any Spanner Gates or any place else off this planet So, RaSh

Page:  354

through, and open Spanner 7. Only on Spanner 7 right now, because it is

7. Only on Spanner 7 right now, because it is the only one that



These are the Spanner maps as well. They have to do with the orbs,
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to the Bhendi Spanner trainers. BuL and your advisor will always be your link
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brought through probably spanner gates and brought into a last chance system where they
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what are called Spanner Gates. Spanner Gates open between Earth and Urtha, there are

called Spanner Gates. Spanner Gates open between Earth and Urtha, there are 12 of

and that is Spanner-?. It is connected to Arc-7 which is located in

Gate systems The Spanner Gates you are learning to "span" in 12 Tribes
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is open through Spanner-? right now. You have within your own body, your RashaLAe

pass through a Spanner Gate between Earth and Urtha. Spanner Gates are natural, they

Earth and Urtha. Spanner Gates are natural, they are something that occur organically within

because of the Spanner-? connection. They are Crystal Temples, Selenite Crystal Temples
and they
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ShAion-7 and Spanner-? plug in, through. So we would have this, this would
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toward becoming a Spanner. A Spanner is what happens after slide. During slide you

a Spanner. A Spanner is what happens after slide. During slide you can access

you become full Spanner you would be able to tolerate and your body would

Page:  440

able to become Spanners, they will never be able to go to Urtha but
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from here because Spanner-? is the only Spanner Gate that can work because of

is the only Spanner Gate that can work because of the- so far anyway-

7 going through Spanner-? and that"s why we are doing it from this area

Page:  517

you become a Spanner, you are able to Span which is the Kristiac word

Page:  525



learn to Span. Spanners were ... full Spanners that can go into Full Span,

were ... full Spanners that can go into Full Span, which is Full RashaLAe
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the Aurora Continuum Spanner-? Adjugate Gates ADJ-13 Shata Scottsdale, AZ- St. Kitts-
Shalon-
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what are called Spanners gates Spanners gates, in simple terms ... if you looked

called Spanners gates Spanners gates, in simple terms ... if you looked at one

are called the Spanner portion of them, to activate the Spanner Gates, you can

to activate the Spanner Gates, you can imagine this shape, but with a loop

were the 12 Spanner Gates they talked about They were the Seeding 3 Spanner

the Seeding 3 Spanner Gates. Because of the Cadeucus Seal activations, which run directly

ascension passages, big Spanner Gates. They were called the Krystal Heart Passages of the

now working with Spanner 7, which was on the ?line. The Astura passage

Page:  18

for slide. The spanners classes, which are the 12 Tribes classes, they are spanner

classes, they are spanner training, which is slide training First you learn to glide,

Page:  25

Guardians of the Spanner Gates) Bhendi-Dur"O -ah-MA"-Jha Ute-AurorA A

Page:  35

would be a spanner body, and there"s all sorts of things in the field

levels. That particular spanner body the Krystar vehicle as it"s called, would mean the

Page:  37

ran the 7 Spanner chamber of the Astura, when we were in Peru, because

Page:  39

will continue the spanner training Anyway ... I"ll get back to this. Stairway to

Page:  47

That is what spanners is about, activating the spanners between the rings of the

about, activating the spanners between the rings of the RashaLAe, which is activating in

Page:  72



to activate the spanners on Sol, which is what we call our sun, down

Page:  76

fully activate the Spanner Network and that means all 12. That"s a lot of

Page:  78

literally follow the Spanner Gates all the way out to get to Urtha"s surface

Page:  85

the Adashi the Spanner 7 gate that is open, alright? All of the gates

of the 12 spanner gates, only 7 was able to open because it would

open all the Spanners. So, I believe they"re beginning the process of opening all

all of the Spanners but they will do it as slowly as possible but
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they"re the one spanner gate that has been opened. We"ve been going from the

to activate the spanner gates and that means it will activate the natural Rash

Page:  94

This is the Spanner loop. Each of the Astura Passages has a Spanner loop

Passages has a Spanner loop where that, remember it just came to here before?

and Cuzco open, Spanner ?loop could open. Once the Spanner 7 loop could

open. Once the Spanner 7 loop could open because we were activating with the

Page:  95

they had their Spanners activated, they were hijacking these and reversing the currents in

Page:  96

right, that"s the Spanner loop. OK. OK. I would rather explain it this way

this. That"s the spanner loop, all right. So, the Astura passage becomes a Spanner

passage becomes a Spanner passage that has the ability to link in through so

one of the Spanners here or even Spanner 7 is what we"ve been using,

here or even Spanner 7 is what we"ve been using, Spanner 7 here and

we"ve been using, Spanner 7 here and then it will shift you into an

Page:  99

opening of the spanner gates through the closing of the Astura tip here, alright,

was when the Spanner Gates were not drawn in-the opening of the Spanner

opening of the Spanner Gates creating this loop, OK. I wanted to understand as



Page:  125

we opened for Spanner 7, in Peru, how that flows in relation to the
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not just opening Spanner 7 on its loop, which would have been that (

opening the Full Spanner Loops on each of them So it"s not just Spanner

it"s not just Spanner 7 that"s opening now, it"s the entire Set of Spanners.

entire Set of Spanners. And that"s big. I mean, they"ve told us for a

lucky we got Spanner 7 opened ... now I see why, with the Cadeucus
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these are considered Spanners too, I"m not sure, but they"re lines of force that
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see, they"re actually Spanners. And they"re manifest in the body as those ciliary or
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do with possibly Spanner Training, whatever that was. There was a frequency underneath
that

Page:  166

s are 1 Spanner Gate. So these are Spanner Gates, each one of these

So these are Spanner Gates, each one of these and these are what are

ones, the full Spanner Gates. So the Astura Passages form the smaller Spanner Gates

form the smaller Spanner Gates between Earth and Urtha for the Seeding-31ineage, and

Page:  167

that goes with Spanner-7, so they were going to have us carry it

carry it into Spanner-?. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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of what a Spanner Gate looks like, a NaVA-Ho Spanner Gate looks like.

a NaVA-Ho Spanner Gate looks like. They wanted us to put this up

working with just Spanner-?. They told us from the beginning that Spanner-? was the

the beginning that Spanner-? was the only one left viable to activate the other

activate the other Spanner Gates and this was because we didn"t know then, because

could only activate Spanner-? because the others were so compromised. Now when we were

Page:  169



the way the Spanner Gates run and the Astura Passages run- not to mention
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activation of the Spanner Gate sets that allows for Kristiac frequency to come in
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only the 12 Spanner Gates that run between Earth and Urtha but also the

also the 12 Spanner Gates that run between Urtha in Density-1 and Sirius-

allowed for the Spanner-? to open and the Spanner-7"s Luna Passage to

open and the Spanner-7"s Luna Passage to open, or LA HE de

that not only Spanner-? is activating but all12 of the Spanners down here, 1

all12 of the Spanners down here, 1 through 12 are being activated, it will
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that goes with Spanner-7, that one is already open, but the other remaining

full set of Spanner Gates that will, you know of 12 Spanner Gates here,

know of 12 Spanner Gates here, that will prevent the Cadeucus network from taking

the harmonic of Spanner -7. That was the day that the Green Dragon
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activate the one Spanner Gate, Spanner-7, that was the one that ran through

one Spanner Gate, Spanner-7, that was the one that ran through the Peru

s, we got Spanner-? fully opened through opening the NaVA-Ho Passage from Seeding-

well, blow our Spanner -7 out and reactivate it on reverse, to get

lines that the Spanner Gates are running Now there are certain ones -and

if say, our Spanner was here, and there would be another one corresponding, say,
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frequencies through the Spanner Gates and pushed back and held them off and created

our gates, our Spanner Gates systems to generate enough frequency. You can"t stop this
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connect into the Spanner -7 set where we have ShAion-7 which is,

This would be Spanner-? Gate. You have the Astura Passage. These layers correspond to

you how one Spanner Gate, this would be Spanner-7, how it connects in.

this would be Spanner-7, how it connects in. Down here, this little house

far as the Spanner-? Gate system, this whole network here is what we dealt

activation of the Spanner loop. This was Machu Picchu, where it came over and
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is just on Spanner-7, we"re opening up all of the Spanners at this

all of the Spanners at this point, because you might as well, because there

gently activate the Spanner Gates. They are also, through the activities we are doing

to open the Spanner Gates fast, the Rashallah Council, the Inner Council which is
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activate Astura, the Spanner-? Astura Passage and loop. They are activating this monster and

them take over Spanner-? so then they could use the power of our Spanner-?

power of our Spanner-? to activate the centre Big Ankh that runs through as
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[Beloveds] opened Spanner-? enough with the Krystal Heart Passage, NaVA-Ho Passage,
they
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ones on the Spanner Passages with what is called the LA HE de Luna

there we"ll open Spanner-7, only Spanner-7"s LA HE de Sala, and

Spanner-7, only Spanner-7"s LA HE de Sala, and then there will

opening the one Spanner -7 Solar Passage. Not Sol our Sun, the bigger
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interfacing with the Spanner Gates, beginning the process of interfacing to stop them from
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Guardians of the Spanner Gates) Bhendi-Dur"O -ah-MA"-Jha Ute-AurorA (
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opens for each Spanner Gate and you put them all together and activate them
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of the 12 Spanners. So this is the first layer of what you are
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be a Full Spanner means you will activate the Krystar Body fully, if your
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structure of one spanner gate set, and the spanner gate sets run up through

set, and the spanner gate sets run up through those platforms, as do these.



You have one Spanner Astura Passage. When the spanner is opened on it, its

Passage. When the spanner is opened on it, its loop activates. When you put
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activated the six spanner gates connected to the tails of the Caduceus," so we
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that before, only spanner 7 was the one that was open but now, because

all of the spanner gates have been, began their opening cycle, they are jumping
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up to the spanner sets from Urtha to Sirius B, and we are going
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elevator from the spanner one sets down here, all the way up through the

up through the spanner two sets, so that elevator is- I"ll show you again

center of a spanner gate set, right in the center So, we"re going to
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set of the spanner gates, and this will create a network and an activation
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two of the spanners, and accessing the solar gate It"s really, really powerful. If
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with opening the spanner gates This is, as we said, one spanner gate This

we said, one spanner gate This is one of the ones that leads from

from the 12 spanner- we"re going to go to spanner 7, cross through to

to go to spanner 7, cross through to spanner 12 of the lower set,

cross through to spanner 12 of the lower set, and it"s the first time

we"ve gone in spanner 12. That"s Adashi 12 temple. Then we"ll be going to
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and the 12 spanners. I mean, there must be something big coming that they
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control grids for spanner 7 and you know they are going to go after

to go after spanner 7. They did, and what this is, this forms a
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with their corresponding spanner gate sets Once we get the Shala 4 [Sala?]
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set of the spanner gates, and I forget which is which. It says it
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connected to the Spanner -7 Gate, and the Adashi-7 Temple, we"re going

Chamber of the Spanner -7 Gate, and in a minute, we"re going to
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Earth to Urtha Spanner Gate, into the Span-12 of the Urtha to Sirius-

2nd set of Spanner Gates that go from Urtha to Sirius-B. The MCEO
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offered by the Spanner Gates, we will be able to project in this way.

position within the Spanner-12 on Urtha, and there is a tube that runs

one of the spanners that you want We"re going to align ... we"re going

the Sala-4 Spanner-? Gate. We"re getting ready to meet some people. They"re very

we"re aligned with Spanner-? is ... still in the Krystar Krystal capsule replica, we

Core up, the Spanner-? central column, and we"re going to go right up to

the Sala-4 Spanner-? Krystar Krystal elevator. So, we"re going [inhales] right up

the Sala-4 Spanner-? Gate. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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Sala-4 Sun Spanner-? Krystar Krystal elevator space, which is that halfway point in

point in the Spanner-? Gate. Here is where the Sirian blue people, the Maji

is for their Spanner-? Gate, and it creates like a lovely krystal building, as
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from down the Spanner-? channel, back down from the Krystar point, down into the

align it with Spanner-7, which aligns with the ShAion-7 Scottsdale, Arizona area.

here that the Spanner-? point still in Shala-13, that we are going to
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up through the Spanner-? central column into the Atrium of ShAion-7, the shield
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Gates and the Spanner-12 Gates that connect with them. We"d like to very
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is a main Spanner Gate. That is why they asked us to buy it
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what are called Spanner Gates. And Spanner Gates are need, they kind of look

Spanner Gates. And Spanner Gates are need, they kind of look like the eternity

shape of 1 Spanner and what we"ll see is where this comes from. By
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through a full Spanner Gate up to Urtha to be able to do Starfire
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connected into a Spanner Gate. A Spanner Gate is shaped like the Krystal Heart

Spanner Gate. A Spanner Gate is shaped like the Krystal Heart code, like that
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Earth, and the Spanner Gates, each temple has a Spanner Gate that it controls

temple has a Spanner Gate that it controls and runs, and the 12 Spanner

and the 12 Spanner Gates together are being brought into activation at this point

with has been Spanner 7, and that"s why we"re in Phoenix, and that"s why

all connected to Spanner 7. Now, they have activated all12 of them because of

They opened the Spanner Gates and they anchored not only from Urtha, but if
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another set of Spanner Gates that run, that connect to the ones that run
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directly connected to Spanner 7 at a certain point in the Spanner 7 gate

point in the Spanner 7 gate system. What you"re seeing here ... this is

shows you one Spanner Gate, and this happens to be Spanner 7, and that

happens to be Spanner 7, and that little house is our ShAion 7 house.

first layer of Spanner Gates work, the ones from Earth to Urtha. This would
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to the nearest Spanner Gate, and you would ride up, cause your field would

is where the Spanner Gate connects into, is where the Starfire- if you"re going

You have 12 Spanner Gates, and these are referred to as the Astura passages.
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naturally with the Spanner Gate. We"ve been using Spanner 7 to get up to

We"ve been using Spanner 7 to get up to Adashi 7 Temple. At this

point, the other Spanners are opening So, we"ll be doing journeys to different Adashi

set of the Spanner Gates. So, these journeys when we go on these journeys
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what we call Spanner Gates. A Na-VA-ho Spanner Gate is one of

Na-VA-ho Spanner Gate is one of those figure 8 flows An Astura
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system through the Spanner Gates, which would be ... they are shaped like these.

these are the Spanner Gate set The Spanner Gate sets are a part of

Gate set The Spanner Gate sets are a part of a natural Spirit Body
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this area into Spanner 7 territory, and this was the original region of the
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Shalon-7 Phoenix Spanner-? Gate in Carat May tk ~ Q) Carat to Cusco

Picchu to Cusco Spanner-7l,QQg opens in "Cluster Stand" Machu Picchu May
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within the current Spanner network which has huge The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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remove, collapse the Spanner 7 network; that"s what they"re about. And we, and together
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what hold the Spanner Gates. So they"re going after Spanner 7 "cause that

they"re going after Spanner 7 "cause that will take out the whole network.
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will connect through Spanner 7 but through the most important site on the planet,
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too, like the Spanner Gates, because they run off the Arc Hub gates And
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that will protect Spanner 7, because Spanner 7 is a link into the Arcturian

Spanner 7, because Spanner 7 is a link into the Arcturian Bypass and all

Page:  90

interface with the Spanners. We know they start activating all of the Spanners, but

all of the Spanners, but the big strong Spanner is Spanner-? and that one

the big strong Spanner is Spanner-? and that one is held in place by

strong Spanner is Spanner-? and that one is held in place by the St.
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them connects into Spanner-? via one of the main Spanner sites -be it

of the main Spanner sites -be it the KAion, the AI on or
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ofGate-7, of Spanner-?. Each one of them have a bit of a different
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able to force Spanner 7 to close. And then they"d do a lockdown on

are known as Spanner Gates and all of that. And this is on each
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Gyrodome and the Spanner Gates and all that, and because they"re showing us our
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grid, sacred site Spanner Interface Networks that can slow the progression of the Omega
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from them called Spanners The Twelve Tribes Transcripts, and what"s interesting is that book
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connected into the Spanner Gates. So we"re going to be learning something, I don"t
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that are the Spanners Book Series that are the 12 Tribes Transcripts. There is
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to as "Spanner Core Flow Gates" that span the cosmos and eternally link

to as "SPANNERS," as they traverse the cosmos at will through the Cosmic

through the Cosmic Spanner Gates, utilizing the Rasha Body process of "Spanning." So,

to be called Spanners. Because, that is what we are all becoming, are Spanners.

all becoming, are Spanners. Alright It is like we are ... at least we

sha-Yah "Spanner" identity has the eternal ability to not only "temporarily

Sliders"), the "Spanner" may also choose to literally "permanently physically relocate" to
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"local" "Spanner Core Flow Gates" and into the "Reishaic Record" of

Ma-sha-vah Spanner A"zah • It"s about the Psonn of Ram a A"sha
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Sha-Yah "Spanner Body" occurs. Through the Transgenesis process, the Zhyrah "super
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to become a Spanner (Note for the Human, Indigo and Aquari races, this

the ascended Mashayah Spanner identity resides in a "Krysted" state of consciousness, a
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fully integrated Mashayah Spanner identity, AS a living, conscious "light-sound pattern" (

passage, through the Spanner Core Flow Gates (Eternal NaVA"Ho Core-Flow-Gates) and
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years that the Spanner Core Ascension Gates can remain open, before they permanently close
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the Span, the Spanner Core Flow Gates that take the Core Flows from the

structure These, the Spanner Gates, interface with the Light Body structure through the
Rasha
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can use the Spanner Gates to get out of here and get as much
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been a natural Spanner Gate. You can see the Figure 8 shape here, right?

of the natural Spanner Gate, into, by tapping it, they turn it into a

don"t kill the Spanner Gate, but they feed off it, and create an artificial

create an artificial spanner -shaped gate that is called the Caduceus Network, and

set of 12 Spanner Gates on the planet, and an ElumEir -Adhona Spirit

Body has 12 Spanner Gates ... there are a set of 12 of these
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sites associated with Spanner Gate- 7 and their related ad jugate sites. It turns

in strengthening the Spanner-7 Gate. It is the Guardian"s intention to have Team

in activating more Spanner Gates (situated at the Hub Gate sites) and their
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any of the Spanner Gate sets, or the Hub Gate locations, and particularly something
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what are called Spanner Gates. There are Spanner Gates that open the Core Flows

Gates. There are Spanner Gates that open the Core Flows that allow for the
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where we get spanner gates, alright? Rings are the spaces in between here. So
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opening are the Spanner-? ones. And that means when we leave here tomorrow, this
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Spans. So, the Spanner Gates actually operate through activation of the Dark Matter
Template
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run a full Spanner Gate, a Core Gate, so you can get from here
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way through a Spanner Gate, back to Urtha 3, which is in the M31

Page:  62

hold of the Spanner Gates, once they"re partially activated. And, literally, use that power,
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Flows, of the Spanner Gates. Because, on the planetary and larger levels, the Core

referred to as Spanner Gates, and you can pass through them. They are the
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to do with Spanner-7 ShAion site. ShAion has to do with what are
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in to the Spanner-7 gate which would actually run-now if we look

look at the Spanner Gates, and we realize each one of them is running

each other. So Spanner-7--it has to do with the other alignments we"ll

just showing the Spanner Gate, and literally you would pass through, go into Krystar.

these are the Spanner Gates we talk about. This is just showing one Astura

of what a Spanner Gate is, how it is connected to the rest of
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directly what a Spanner Gate is. Could we put that up a little? I

right. Oh, ok. Spanner Gates have a KaLE-Hara Chamber. Remember the KaLE-Hara

44] (When Spanner Gate opens) This is just showing that when a Spanner

that when a Spanner Gate activates fully, it opens these passages. You have the
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There"s actually-each Spanner Gate, there are a set of twelve Spanner Gates on

set of twelve Spanner Gates on the planet. It started with just one, Spanner-?

with just one, Spanner-? being the only one that could be opened. At this

opening, because the Spanner Gates run directly through the Arc Gate sets that we

flows of the Spanner Gates so you don"t get hung up in those when

these is a Spanner Gate, and it"s one of the core flows of the
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moment, is-natural Spanner Gate would be here. This is called the Caduceus Network.

of the natural Spanner Gate systems which are the natural core flows that run
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interface with the Spanner Gates because of the activations that have been going on,

Sites. For every Spanner Gate there is an Alon site, a ShAion site and

of activating the Spanner-? Adjugate Sites. The first one was in Rocky Point, Mexico.
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plugged into the Spanner Gates that is meant to hijack the frequencies, and the

energy from the Spanner Copyright A"shayana & A"zahyana Deane. 2008, All Rights Reserved
Part
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all of that, Spanner- 7. It will open directly the first passage-Slide Passage-
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ShAion-for the Spanner-? link into the AshaLA Core. And we are waiting for
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ShAion-7, of Spanner-? in the Phoenix area, are now open, so there will
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efforts to capture Spanner-Gate-7 to use for direct invasion of M31-Urtha-

· Year Leap" Spanner-Gate-7, NaVAHo Passage & LA"HE de Luna Window open
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the Polarian and Spanner gate systems, are also opening in 2012. This is connected
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called the "Spanner" gates are opening because of the crisis that occurred with

of the Polarian/Spanner gate systems So there has been a whole evolution that

the Polarian and Spanner gates, which are also referred to as the Aurora gates-

Aurora gates- the Spanner gates are the Aurora gates- these allow for direct intervention
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Systems and the Spanner Gate Systems. There is one more set that will bring
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2009: Ire and Spanner Core Gate System", which together, in 2012, will allow for

Na-VA"-Ho Spanner Core Gates Networks will fully open in 2012, keeping the
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more of the Spanner Gates. So it will allow for more of the areas
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Na-VA"-Ho Spanner Core Gate Networks will fully open in 2012, keeping the
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control of Aquari Spanner-7 Gate and Grid-Network, Mesa, Scottsdale, Phoenix, AZ. 12

Aquafereion-NaVA-Ho Spanner-Gate DNA-coding); when the dormant DNA-Gate-Codes are

interface-Systems, organic Spanner Core Ascension Gates and Gyrodome Ascension Field of
the Krystal
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Na-VA-HO Spanner Core-Ascension Gate Codes). Prior to this, the ―12

the potential of Spanner Core-Gate Ascension Passage, which was not part of the
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are currently offering Spanner-Core Gate Ascension training on Earth through the GA-MCEO);

Dragon conquest for Spanner-Gate-7 through further activation of the Bourgha E-Umbic

escalate conquest for Spanner-Gate-7); the Vertical Map (a vertical cross-section
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efforts to capture Spanner-Gate-7 to use for direct invasion of M31-Urtha-
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of the Aquari Spanner-7 Gate; they currently follow the White Dragon/Red Dragon/

4-Year Leap‖ Spanner-Gate-7, Na-VA-HO Passage & LA‘HE de

Dragons from capturing Spanner-Gate-7 via activation of Cadeceus-Gate-7 interface; also
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Passages of the Spanner-Gates, which enable opening of the passages in the event

―12:12 Spanner/Arc-Hub-Cluster-Gates, Sala-KaLE/Sala-Sira Chambers, LA‘

Passages (core Spanner Gate passages from Seeding-2 Aquafereion Races that
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the other 11 Spanner Gates. Featured Technique: Opening of the Luna DhaLA REi-sha



within, to the Spanner Gate 12-sets from M31Urtha to Earth), 2. The DhaLA-
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Aquafereion Host Shield, Spanner Gates, the Astura & Na-VA-HO Passages & Krystal-

within, to the Spanner Gate 12-sets from M31Urtha to Earth), 2. The DhaLA-
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VA) sites of Spanner Gate-7 (AZ) and their related ―safe-zone/
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NET-Earth‘s Spanner/PSG/Arc-Hub-Cluster-Polarian/Trinity 12-Gate-Sets come
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into the 80+%-Spanner-Transfiguration potential; 82%-ShaLAah Quotient completes 5/22-
24/2009
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• Related to Spanner Gates
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